
For free

A Mercedes-Benz Visual Health Check 
ensures you, your vehicle and your 
business stay in the best shape, 
performing day in, day out.

The check is carried out on your vehicle 
when you bring it into a Mercedes-Benz 
Commercial Vehicle Dealership. And it’s 
carried out by Mercedes-Benz technicians. 
For free.



For your business

What is checked?
Mercedes-Benz technicians inspect many different 
elements of your vehicle in a Visual Health Check, 
including:
 – Interior inspection: horn, washers, wiper operation, 

seat belt operation/condition, parking brake operation

 – Exterior light inspection: lights operation, lens condition

 – Exterior vehicle inspection: windscreen condition, 
window condition, exterior mirror condition,  
wiper condition

 – Under bonnet inspection: brake fluid level, coolant 
level, V belt tension/condition, fluid leaks, battery 
security/condition

 – Under vehicle inspection: steering condition, 
suspension condition, drivetrain check

 – Brake inspection: front/rear pad wear, front/rear  
disc condition

 – Wheel and tyre inspection: tyre depth/condition



For your vehicle

Your report
The Visual Health Check is followed with a report 
that details the results, colour coded as follows:

Green: Areas that are in satisfactory condition.

Amber:  Areas that, if not addressed, should be  
monitored to ensure vehicle safety and reliability.

Red: Areas that require urgent attention.

Any areas that need to be addressed will be explained 
by a Service Advisor, giving you the option to fix for a 
competitive price.

Should you decide to, we then repair your vehicle 
right away using the latest Mercedes-Benz diagnostic 
equipment and genuine Mercedes-Benz parts (with 
24-month unlimited mileage and 24-month labour 
warranties as standard).

All work carried out meets stringent quality assurance 
tests, so your vehicle is repaired to exacting 
Mercedes-Benz standards.



  Terms and conditions apply.
* Based on 4 services on a used manual Citan with monthly payments spread across 48 months.  
Prices exclusive of 20% VAT.

  Mercedes-Benz UK Ltd, Tongwell, Milton Keynes MK15 8BA.

  CVASM 1250/0414



Visual Health Check





Mercedes-Benz technicians inspect many different points  
on your vehicle during a Visual Health Check. And we 
do it for free. Helping to keep you safe, your vehicle 
roadworthy and reliable, and your business performing.

Your Service Advisor guides you through the report, 
explaining the results. You then receive a competitive 
estimate, so you can choose to fix any issues that have 
arisen, there and then. 

For you



When it comes to helping to keep your vehicle in its 
safest and most reliable condition, our technicians 
are the experts.

That’s why, as the people who know your vehicle best, 
they carry out the diagnostic checks. With equipment 
designed by Mercedes-Benz. For your Mercedes-Benz.

Plus, your vehicle is renowned for retaining its residual value. 
So keep your Visual Health Check reports as evidence of it 
being maintained by Mercedes-Benz technicians.

For your vehicle



Detecting any issue with a Visual Health Check can 
reduce vehicle downtime. Not to mention costs.

And you don’t have to ask. We carry out the check to 
ensure your vehicle is roadworthy and reliable, while you 
maintain a pro-active fleet risk management approach.

Then there’s the Mercedes-Benz Commercial Vehicle 
network’s long opening hours, the best roadside 
assistance around with MobiloVan UK, and complete 
service contracts to maintain your vehicle from just £16* 
a month. So Mercedes-Benz support continues long after 
the Visual Health Check.

For your business



A Visual Health Check is carried out when you bring 
your vehicle into a Mercedes-Benz Commercial 
Vehicle Dealership. 

And it’s carried out for free. So make sure you schedule 
your vehicle’s Visual Health Check every six months.

For free


